
Zombie War Fast Play Sheet 
Turn sequence 

 Each side rolls initiative at beginning of turn 
 Zombies suffer -1 to initiative roll 
 Player turn order goes: 

1. Courage Phase 
2. Movement Phase 
3. Shooting Phase 
4. Close Combat Phase 

Movement phase 

 Humans move 6” and can run, giving +D6” 
 Running means a model cannot shoot 
 Zombies move 4” and cannot run 
 Zombies move towards nearest human in Line of 

Sight 
 If no humans in LoS, Zombies will move randomly 
 Moving through difficult terrain halves a model’s 

movement value 

Courage phase 

 Zombies never test courage as they are mindless 
 Humans test in Courage Phase when start turn: 

 Knocked Down 
 Broken 
 Alone and with Zombie within Stomach 

Range 
 Humans test outside of Courage Phase when: 

 Courage result on Damage Table 
 Alone and want to move towards a Zombie 
 Another human killed within Stomach 

Range 
 To test Courage, roll 1D6 and apply any relevant 

modifiers.  If modified result is equal to or above 
Courage Rating, test is passed and model be-
haves as normal 

 If test failed, then model is ‘broken’ and: 
1. Moves towards other humans if possible 
2. Moves towards safe cover if possible 
3. Runs directly away from nearest zombie 

 If Courage test is for being Knocked Down and 
passed –stand model up.  If failed, turn model 
onto front.  If face down and failed, model is re-
moved 

 Courage modifiers: 

Situation Modifier 

Alone -1 

Zombies within Stomach Range -1 

In cover +1 

shooting phase 

 4  Range Bands of 8” each 
 Measure which range band target is in, look at 

number of D6 weapon has in band and roll 
 If shooter didn’t move, add 1D6 
 Dice results of 4, 5 or 6 are hits 
 Score one hit = roll on Damage Table 
 Any additional hits over one give +1 on Damage 

Table 
 Any tall objects between shooter and target that 

block 1/2+ of target =only hit on 5 or 6 
 If target barely visible, only hit on 6 

Close combat phase 

 When model voluntarily moves into bases con-
tact with another model, they fight in Close Com-
bat Phase 

 Each side rolls 1D6 and applies CC mod 
 Highest modified roll wins, roll on opponent’s 

Damage Table 
 Multiple combatants: 

 Never more than 3 vs. 1 
 Each combatant rolls 1D6 and applies mul-

tiplier 
 Roll on Damage Table for every combatant 

whose roll is beaten 
 Each additional higher score gives +1 on 

Damage Table 
 Combat Modifiers: 

Situation Modifier 

Human +0 

Zombie +2 

In cover +1 

Outnumber opponent +1 

Damage Tables 

 Human Zombie 

1 Ignored Ignored 

2 Test Courage Ignored 

3 Test Courage Ignored 

4 Knocked Down Knocked Down 

5 Knocked Down Knocked Down 

6 Dead Dead 

Kill the Zombies!!! 


